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Selection

www.hartan.de

Your most precious little ones
deserve the best
A Hartan pushchair is extremely special, right down to
the last detail. Hartan products are not only free from
pollutants but meet the highest of safety standards,
whilst providing optimum comfort for both you and your
little one.
Hartan is a family-run company and has been now for
four generations. All of our pushchairs are developed
and manufactured entirely in Germany. With state-ofthe-art manufacturing technologies and certified quality
assurance, Hartan only produce products which satisfy
us 100%.
Every Hartan product embodies the experience and
expertise of our entire team: pioneering technology
solutions, practical equipment details and excellent
designs for all tastes. A Hartan pushchair keeps your
little one safe and secure from day one.

Sustainability - made in Germany
All Hartan production is all carried out in Germany, which avoids sea freight. This helps make the world a
better place for little ones by using shorter transport routes and therefore less CO2 emissions.
Sustainability is also a top priority in the choice of our stroller materials. This includes the use of our recyclable,
innovative material solight ecco®, which all wheels of Hartan strollers are made from.
Strollers in the Selection series stand for the highest of qualities and come complete with a 3-year warranty.
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Selection
A CLASS OF ITS OWN

Individual, elegant and sophisticated, the Selection
Series of pushchairs are in a class of their own.
Their black chassis with high-quality leather-look
grips emphasises the sophisticated character of
these editions.

Mitglied des TÜV Thüringen e. V.
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The Selection Series of pushchairs are available in
nine stylish designs with matching accessories.
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YOUR MOST PRECIOUS LITTLE ONES
Responsibility for a world

DESERVE THE BEST
in which children and families are living.

Quality made in Germany

All Hartan models are manufactured and tes-

Every Hartan stroller from the

ted according to the latest EU standards:

Selection series is completely developed

DIN EN 1888-1:2019-05
DIN EN 1888-2:2019-05

∙ Environmentally friendly materials

regularly inspect the work at our
Mitglied des TÜV Thüringen e. V.

production facilities.

t

∙ Environmentally friendly packaging

Independent experts from TÜV Thüringen

chhaltigk
ei

∙ Short transport routes

DIN EN 1466:2015-02
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∙ Resource-efficient production in Germany

tainabi
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and manufactured in Germany.

Recyclable wheels
∙ Pollutant-free

Hartan Selection series strollers come with

∙ Weatherproof

3-year warranty for the highest quality

∙ Wear and tear resistant

and durability.
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∙ UV and heat resistant
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Your most precious little ones

deserve the best
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MODELS
SEAT UNITS

GRIPS

WHICH SEAT FITS YOU
PERFECTLY?

R1 GTS |

GTS

GTX

GTR

∙ extra large lockable swivel wheels
∙ maximum off-road capability
∙ slider adjustable in height (buckling joint)

R1 |
R1 GTX |

∙ footrest adjustable in length

∙ swiveling, ergonomic seat unit,

∙ back adjustable up to flat lying

multiple adjustable

∙ back adjustable up to flat lying

position

position

∙ suitable for combi carrycot

YES GTS |
∙ compact fold
∙ slider adjustable in height (telescopic handle)
∙ lockable swivel wheels ensure maneuverability
on any terrain

Yes |

∙ incl. seat unit foldable

All seat units have the following features:

YES GTX |

VIVA |

TWO SELECT |

VIVA GTR |

GTX |
TWO SELECT

∙ incl. seat unit extremely compact foldable
∙ super lightweight
∙ lockable swivel wheels ensure maneuverability
on any terrain
∙ slider adjustable in height (buckling joint)

∙ twin and sibling stroller
∙ individually combinable
∙ ﬁts through every door (80 cm standard door)
∙ slider adjustable in height (buckling joint)

silently adjustable

climate zone for

canopy

optimal air circulation

sun shield can

Convertible seating-unit

footrest adjustable

be folded-out

with safety click-system

in height

+ Additional features:
∙ dropout protection
∙ 5-point safety belt with magnetic closure
∙ removable safety bar with entry function
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Models

Which seat fits you perfectly?
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CARRYCOTS

WHICH CARRYCOT FITS
YOU PERFECTLY?

COMBI CARRYCOT – lightweight and sturdy
suitable for R1 GTS and Yes GTS

Item no.:
4082-07-928

Canopy with
sun visor

Climate
zone

Incl. Softline
mattress

incl. wind protector

COMBI CARRYCOT |

PREMIUM FOLDING COT |

FOLDING COT TWO SELECT |

twin and sibling stroller
Suitable for GTS seat unit, is placed into the flat
stroller, fixed with safety plugs

PREMIUM FOLDING CARRYCOT – large and comfortable

Suitable for GTS, GTX, GTR seat units,
is fixed directly on the frame

suitable for Viva GTR, R1 GTS, Yes GTS, R1 GTX and Yes GTX

Item no.:
4076-07-928

Climate
zone

Canopy with
sun visor

Carrying handle
adjustable +
removable

Adjustable
backrest

Folding
carrycot

Incl. Softline
mattress

suitable for Two Select twin and sibling stroller

Canopy with
sun visor

Folding
carrycot

incl. wind protector

Climate
zone
Carrycots

Carrying handle
on the canopy

x

Incl. Softline mattress

x

x

x

Wind protector removable

x

x

x

Climate zone

x

x

x

Soil aeration

x

Foldable

x

x

x

x

Comfortable one-hand unlocking

x

x

Adjustable backrest

x

Fold-out sun visor

FOLDING CARRYCOT TWO SELECT
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Suitable for Two Select,
is fixed directly on the frame

incl. wind protector

Item no.:
4047-07-928

x

x

Can be used both rearward and forward facing

x

Extremely lightweight

x

x

x

Incl. Softline
mattress
Which carrycot fits you perfectly?
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DESSINS

DESSINS

Selection
FABRICS

FABRICS
Exterior/interior

Exterior/interior

Exterior/interior

Exterior/interior

Exterior/interior

924 – selection olive

925 – selection sand

926 – selection clementine

930 – selection black

931 – selection pearl

Exterior/interior

Exterior/interior

Exterior/interior

928 – selection grey

929 – selection petrol

933 – selection navy

SELECTION-PATCH

HIGH-QUALITY GRIPS

Leather-look grip
"cognac" with double
stitching

CHASSIS COLOUR

Black
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DESSINS

Leather-look grip
"black" with double
stitching

High-quality leather
look patch

CHASSIS COLOUR
Trigon rim with
Solight Ecco
tyres, ball-bearing
air-chamber
wheels, light,
wear-resistant,
non-toxic,
recyclable

935 – selection khaki

SELECTION-PATCH

HIGH-QUALITY GRIPS

WHEELS

Exterior/interior

High-quality leather
look patch

WHEELS

Black

Trigon rim with
Solight Ecco
tyres, ball-bearing
air-chamber
wheels, light,
wear-resistant,
non-toxic,
recyclable

DESSINS
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R1 GTS
Dessin 924 Selection olive

double folding
sun visor

Optional
accessories:
Handbrake

Dessin 925 Selection sand
R1 GTS
available with premium
folding carrycot or
combi carrycot

The optional handbrake on the handle of the R1 GTS along
with a lay-flat position provides safety on any terrain. The
extra-large front wheels with suspension and trigon rims
offer optimum handling on any surface. When in the city
the swivel wheels ensure easy manoeuvrability but when
these are locked, they stay safely on track when on an off
road adventure. The R1 GTS can be used from birth with
the optional Premium fold or Combi Carrycots.

Chassis folding dimensions
Length: 84 cm
Width: 59 cm
Height: 31 cm
Wheel size
Front total: 23.4 cm Ø
Rear total: 29.4 cm Ø
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R1 GTS

Weight
Chassis: 10.8 kg
Seating unit: 4.9 kg

R1 GTS
with infant car seat

footrest adjustable in
length and height

ﬂat lying position

large lockable swivel
wheels

with climate zone

slider adjustable
(articulated joint)

reversible seat unit

cm
31

15

0

R1 GTS
folded

R1 GTS
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R1 GTX
Dessin 926 Selection clementine

double folding
sun visor

Optional
accessories:
Handbrake

R1 GTX
available with premium
folding carrycot

The R1 GTX boasts an impressive ergonomic seating
unit with a multi-adjustable swivel and recline feature.
Unladen, the R1 GTX is a true lightweight. Stylish
and modern, it conquers almost any terrain thanks
to Solight Ecco air-chamber tyres and Trigon rims.
Can be used with folding carrycot.

Chassis folding dimensions
Length: 84 cm
Width: 59 cm
Height: 31 cm
Wheel size
Front total: 23.4 cm Ø
Rear total: 29.4 cm Ø
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R1 GTX

Weight
Chassis: 10.8 kg
Seating unit: 4.1 kg

R1 GTX
with infant car seat

footrest adjustable
in height

ergonomic seat unit with
swivel function

large lockable swivel
wheels

with climate zone

slider adjustable
(articulated joint)

reversible seat unit

cm
31

15

0

R1 GTX
folded

R1 GTX
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YES GTS
Dessin 928 Selection grey

double folding
sun visor

Dessin 929 Selection petrol

Yes GTS
available with premium
folding carrycot or
combi carrycot

Thanks to its multi-adjustable telescopic handle and
flat lying position makes the Yes GTS perfect for all
toddlers. The lockable single swivel wheels, with
trigon rims, ensure easy manoeuvrability. Can be used
from birth with the optional Premium fold or Combi
Carrycots.

Chassis folding dimensions
Length: 75 cm
Width: 62 cm
Height: 31.5 cm
Wheel size
Front total: 19.4 cm Ø
Rear total: 27.6 cm Ø
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Yes GTS

Weight
Chassis: 9.0 kg
Seating unit: 4.9 kg

Yes GTS
with infant car seat

footrest adjustable in
length and height

ﬂat lying position

lockable swivel wheels

with climate zone

slider adjustable
(telescopic handle)

reversible seat unit

cm
31,5

15

0

Yes GTS
folded

Yes GTS
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YES GTX
Dessin 930 Selection black

double folding
sun visor

Dessin 931 Selection pearl

Yes GTX
available with premium
folding carrycot

The Yes GTX with its aluminium chassis combined
with the GTX seat unit is not only ultra-light but is
also super-small when folded. The Yes GTX has a
multi-adjustable telescopic handle with a stylish and
ergonomic GTX seat unit. This is multi-adjustable with
reclining positions making it perfect for all toddlers. The
lockable single swivel wheels, with trigon rims, ensure
easy manoeuvrability. Can be used from birth with the
optional Premium fold or Combi Carrycots.

Fahrgestell Klappmaße
Länge: 75 cm
Breite: 62 cm
Höhe: 31,5 cm
Radgröße
Vorne total: 19,4 cm Ø
Hinten total: 27,6 cm Ø
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Yes GTX

Gewicht
Fahrgestell: 9,0 kg
Sitzeinheit: 4,1 kg

Yes GTX
with infant car seat

footrest adjustable
in height

ergonomic seat unit with
swivel function

lockable swivel wheels

with climate zone

slider adjustable
(telescopic handle)

reversible seat unit

cm
31,5

15

0

Yes GTX
folded

Yes GTX
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VIVA GTR
Dessin 933 Selection navy

double folding
sun visor

Optional
accessories:
Handbrake
Viva GTR
available with premium
folding carrycot

Viva GTR is not only lightweight, at just 12.9 kg, but
combines both flexibility and maximum ride comfort in
a very special way. With folding dimensions of just 69 x
58.5 x 31 cm, the Viva GTR and the seating unit fold in
an ultra-compact way. Viva GTR is also equipped with
lockable, swivel wheels that can comfortably handle any
terrain and a seat unit that is not only comfortable but is
also reversible with multi-adjustable reclining positions.

Chassis folding dimensions
Length: 69 cm
Width: 58.5 cm
Height: 31 cm
Wheel size
Front total: 21.4 cm Ø
Rear total: 27.6 cm Ø
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VIVA GTR

Weight
Chassis: 8.6 kg
Seating unit: 4.3 kg

Viva GTR
with infant car seat

incl. seat unit foldable

ﬂat lying position

large lockable swivel
wheels

with climate zone

slider adjustable
(articulated joint)

reversible seat unit

cm
31

15

0

Viva GTR
folded

VIVA GTR
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TWO SELECT

TWO SELECT

Dessin 935 Selection khaki

GTX seating unit
Two Select

Two Select with
seating units

Two Select with
folding carrycots

Two Select with seating
unit facing driving direction
and folding carrycot

Two Select with seating
unit and folding carrycot

Two Select
with infant car seats

Two Select
folded

Folding carrycot
Two Select

Chassis
Two Select

Chassis folding dimensions
Length: 85 cm
Width: 79 cm
Height: 37 cm
Wheel size
Front total: 23.4 cm Ø
Rear total: 29.4 cm Ø
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Two Select

Weight
Chassis: 13.6 kg
Seating unit: 4.1 kg
(per seating unit)

The Two Select is a versatile twin and sibling pushchair.
It has well thought-out concepts for young parents
being sporty, lightweight and flexible. All the
components (chassis, seating unit, carrycots) can be
freely combined, to fulfill multiple requirements. Infant
Carriers are also easily removed and exchanged using
a click system. The Two Select has large, lockable
swivel wheels, adjustable suspension and ball-bearing
Solight Ecco air chamber tyres.
It is additionally equipped with a handbrake and
high-performance brake discs, ensuring no matter
how old your little ones are they will ride comfortably
across any terrain. The height of the handle bar can
be adjusted to suit the individual so those pushing are
comfortable too. For added accessibility the chassis
will fit through a standard 80cm doorway.

Two Select
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MODEL COMPARISON

WEIGHTS & MEASURES

R1 GTS

R1 GTX

Yes GTS

Yes GTX

Viva
GTR

Two Select

Silently adjustable canopy

x

x

x

x

x

x

Canopy with ventilation zone

x

x

x

x

x

x

Double fold-out sun visor, removable

x

x

x

x

x

x

Backrest can be adjusted (multi-adjustable) to reclining position

x

Ergonomic seat unit, swivelling, multi-adjustable,
incl. reclining position

x
x

Height

Length

Width

Height

Length

Width

R1 GTS

100

58,5

111

84

59

31

78

40

24

94

34

22-26

50

R1 GTX

100

58,5

111

84

59

31

72

40

24,5

102

32

27

53

x

Yes GTS

98

62

113

75

62

31,5

78

40

24

94

34

22-26

50

Yes GTX

96

62

113

75

62

31,5

72

40

24,5

102

32

27

53

Viva GTR

98

58,5

113

69

58,5

31

55

39,5

21

93

32

26

52

Two Select

86

79

114

85

79

37

73

36

24,5

102

30

27

53

x

x

x

Seat cover washable up to 30 degrees

x

x

x

x

x

x

Dropout protection

x

x

x

x

x

x

Leather look grips

x

x

x

x

x

x

Removable safety bar with access feature

x

x

x

x

x

x

5-point safety belt

x

x

x

x

x

x

Height-adjustable handle bar (articulated joint)

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Height-adjustable footrest

x

Length-adjustable footrest

x

Large integrated shopping basket

x

x

x

x

x

x

Lockable single swivel wheels with suspension

x

x

x

x

x

x

Super light ball-bearing air chamber wheels with Trigon rims

x

x

x

x

x

x

Adjustable suspension

x

x

x

x

x

x

Rain cover included

x

x

x

x

x

x

Wippmatic parking brake

x

x

x

x

x

x

Handbrake (optional)

x

x

x

inkl.

Suitable for combi carrycot

x

Suitable for premium folding carrycot

x

x
x

x

x

Suitable for folding carrycot Two Select
Suitable for infant car seats
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Model comparison

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

Length
backrest

Width

x

x

Length
footrest

Length

x

x

Reclining
surface
stroller

Folding size
seat unit

Height

x

x

Folding size
chassis

Width

Removable & reversible seat unit with comfort lock

Height-adjustable handle bar (telescopic handle bar)

Outer size
ready to drive

Models

Length

x
x

Product data stroller

Weight in kg

Weight in kg

Wheel size

Wheel size

chassis

seat unit

front mm

back mm

R1 GTS

10,8

4,9

234

294

R1 GTX

10,8

4,1

234

294

Yes GTS

9,0

4,9

194

276

Yes GTX

9,0

4,1

194

276

Viva GTR

8,6

4,3

214

276

Two Select

13,6

4,1 (per seat unit)

234

294

Models

Product data carrycots
Models

Inner dimensions

Weight

Length

Width

Height

Combi carrycot

80

32

22

2,6

Premium folding carrycot

80

34

22

5,1

Folding carrycot Two Select

80

32

22

4,1

x

Weights & measures
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CHANGING BAGS / BACKPACKS

Wearable as handbag

Changing bag Flexi bag

Wearable as backpack

FOOTMUFFS
Simply change from
summer to winter footmuff

Wearable as messengerbag

∙ Carry strap with high adjustment range
∙ Two large side outer pockets
∙ Breathable mesh material on the back
∙ Incl. reflective piping
∙ Backpack bottom dirt-repellent and washable

Summer-winter-footmuff (Sowi)

∙ Comfortable to wear due to
padded shoulder straps
∙ Breathable mesh material on the back
∙ Roll top with practical zipper
∙ Incl. reflective keder
∙ Backpack bottom dirt-repellent and
washable

Expandable storage space from 23l to 28l

Material: exterior 100 % PES, Interior 100 % CO, cuddly plush 100 % PES

Usable as crawling blanket

Polartech-footmuff

Back part can also be used
as seat pad

Incl. drawstring for
additional cold protection

Reflective piping for
more safety

Material: exterior 100 % PES, cuddly plush 100 % PES

Changing backpack Space bag
High quality lambskin
∙ skin friendly
∙ climate balancing
∙ self-cleaning

Lambskin-footmuff

Leather-look grips

Stylish handbag look

Changing bag modern style

Usable as crawling blanket

Back part can also be used
as seat pad

Material: exterior 100 % PES, Interior 100% Lammfell

Washable inner lining
with Hartan pattern
Incl. drawstring for
additional cold protection

GTX-winter-footmuff

Features

Foldable wind protector for
maximum cold protection

Material: exterior 100 % PES, cuddly plush 100 % PES

nice to know

incl. diaper bag organizer

incl. fastening system on the stroller

All diaper bags and backpacks are equipped with practical

Practical attachment

interior partitioning and generous storage space.

for the changing bag.

Incl. drawstring for
additional cold protection

Easy entry function

foldable wind protector for
maximum cold protection

Incl. changing mat, dirt bag, insulated compartment
+ other various storage bags
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Changing bags / backpacks

GTR-winter-footmuff

Material: exterior 100 % PES, cuddly plush 100 % PES
Footmuffs
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ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES

ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES
Seat mat "cozy"
• Suitable for all GTS-, GTX-, and GTR-models
• Maximum comfort and support due to custom fit shape

NE W !

• Additional protection in the sensitive head area
• Reversible
Umbrella
Perfect shade
(UV protection factor 50+)

Sunline Plus
Practical zip-in sun protection in
pushchair colour incl. mosquito net
(UV protection factor 50+)

Sun shade
Perfect shade in pushchair
colour – incl. mosquito net
(UV protection factor 50+)

• Terry side with great properties:
∙ Sweat absorbing
∙ Moisture regulating
∙ Heat insulating
∙ Breathable
• Easily removable and washable at 30 degrees
• With belt slots

Headrest
With soft foam insert to
protect the neck

Wind protector
Protects against wind and cooling.
Available for all models

Extendable
Suitable for: R1 GTS, Yes GTS

Bed linen
The ideal supplement.
Available to suit any design

Glove MUM + Glove KIDS
Stylish and cosy warm hand muff
in pushchair colour

Puck nest
Made from cosy microfiber,
suitable for combi and folding
carrycot

Wheel cover
To keep your home and car clean.
Available for all models
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Additional accessories

Adapter
For infant car seats

Two Select adapter
For infant car seats

Additional accessories
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made in Germany

Here you can get everything from:

www.hartan.de
hartan_kinderwagenwerk
HartanDE

Technical changes and colour deviations are reserved.
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